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INSTRUMENT LAST PRICE  1 DAY 1 MONTH 1 YEAR

USD/INR  73.57 -0.75% 1.9% 12%

EUR/INR  85.19 -0.72% 1.8% 9%
GBP/INR  97.18 -0.85% 3.5% 12%

JPY/INR  65.64 0.06% 1.5% 12%

EUR/USD  1.1547 -0.11% -1.2% -2%

GBP/USD  1.3104 -0.37% -0.4% -1%

USD/JPY  112.08 -0.12% 0.2% 0%

USD/CNH  6.9142 -0.06% 0.6% 5%

10 YR YIELD- IN  7.98 (0.00) (0.15) 1.23

10 YR YIELD- USA  3.15 (0.01) 0.15 0.88

GOLD ($/Oz)  1,221 0.3% 2% -6%

SILVER ($/Oz)  14.61 0.2% 3% -15%
BRENT CRUDE ($/Brl)  81.43 1.2% 4% 42%

COPPER 3M ($/Ton) 6302 1.0% 5% -8%

NIFTY 10473 2.32% -9.05% 3%
HANGSENG 25543 -1.00% -6.39% -10%

S&P 500 2767 1.42% -4.75% 8%

INR 1M  FWD  0.29 0.00 0.01 0.03

INR 2M  FWD  0.58 0.00 0.01 0.11

INR 3M  FWD  0.84 0.00 (0.01) 0.14

INR 6M  FWD  1.61 0.00 (0.03) 0.21
INR 12M  FWD  3.17 (0.02) (0.04) 0.43

1 DAY  MTD  QTD  CTD

FII INVESMENT- EQ ($ Mn) (370) (2,203) (2,203) (4,209)
FII INVESMENT- DEBT ($ Mn) (272) (1,078) (1,078) (8,188)

TOTAL- ($ Mn) (643) (3,281) (3,281) (12,397)
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FX, RATES & MACRO DESK

FOREIGN EXCHANGE INSIGHT

FX VIEW

Dollar Rupee experienced a much needed downward correction, from 74.48 to 73.58 levels on spot, realigning
itself with a 9% decline in oil prices and a recovery in EM currencies against USD. Last week, volatility came from
the US stock market, which fell 7% from its life highs. Indian equity market, showed signs of forming a near term
bottom around 10,100 levels on Nifty, which augurs well for the Rupee. However, with real rates (nominal yields
- inflation) rising in the Dollar, we expect US stock market to resume their decline. Technically, SP500 has a clus-
ter of critical support levels between 2700/2750 levels. If during the expected decline, prices were to breakdown
below support zone, then it can be quite bearish for EM equities as well. Though Nifty appears to have completed
a major leg down and at least a period of upward to sideways consolidation is warranted, but if the US equity
indices do breakdown below key levels, Nifty may follow suit. In such a case, Rupee can once again head to-
wards life time lows, due to FPI outflows and reflexive shorts from speculators.

In 2018, in US, short term rates have risen much faster than the inflation, which has taken real rates substan-
tially higher. Higher real rates on the US Dollar is like a powerful magnet, sucking fund flow away from emerging
markets towards US markets. Historically, rising real yields on Dollar have brought about rising volatility in
emerging market currencies and EM assets, which finally filtered down towards rising volatility even in DM
assets as well. World financial markets have entered the phase where volatility has jumped from EM to DM.
With speculators short volatility in DM assets, a surge in volatility is expected into the year end, a bang oppo-
site of the trend we witnessed same time last year, when fund flowing into risk assets caused a low volatility
melt-up in all risk assets, including cryptos, into the year end.

Rupee traders need to watch three global events this week. First up, the war of words between US officials and
Saudi officials, over the disappearance of a Saudi journalist in Turkey. Oil has reacted, up around 1.5% during
the Asian session. With Iran & Venezuelan supply gradually going offline, oil market dangerously at its wits end.
Nobody expects an actual disruption to oil supplies from Saudi Arabia, but even if there is an iota of threat to
that, it can cause a substantial spike in oil prices, which will have adverse impact on Indian markets. The sec-
ond event to watch will be the showdown between Italy & Eurozone over its budget proposal. Italian bond yields
have become unglued and is now at the risk of a melt-up if the fight intensifies. A rising yields can drag the Euro
lower, hurting EMFX as well. Finally, the Fed minutes. Fed is expected to sound hawkish, but the question is how
hawkish. An overly hawkish Fed can lift USD rates and USD as well. Hence, folks, keep an eye on these three
developments.

TECHNICAL VIEW & RUPEE CROSSES:

Tactical trend remains upward for the Dollar Rupee. The corrective pullback is an opportunity to enter longs with
stops below 73.20 on spot, on a daily closing basis. Target will remain a test of recent highs of 74.48. If the pair
can break above 74.48/50 zone on spot, it can create a short squeeze towards 76.00 levels on spot. Nevertheless,
a failure to hold above 73.20, can bring about a deeper correction, where the pair can test 72.90 region, a break
of which can drag the pair towards 72.50 levels. On crosses, we remain bullish on Euro, GBP and JPY against INR.
We view the corrective pullback as an opportunity to enter long positions. Our medium term target remains
around 70.00 on JPY, 100 on GBP and 87 on Euro.
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